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Collaboration in engineering services

Case Study one

Collaboration to create a 
national facilities engineering 
business

Case Study two

Collaboration in the delivery of 
engineering services to a 

national customer.

Creating the engineering alliance



Case study one



Vision
The journey to create Edwin James Group began in 
2015. Our vision was to create a business that was the 
UK market leader in facilities engineering.

Challenges faced
• Practical alignment of businesses
• Cultural alignment of businesses
• Getting people within individual business units 

focussed on the common goal
• Ensuring customers experienced one joined up group 

and not fragmented business units

Our Journey
We embarked on a transformational change programme 
with collaboration at its heart –

Simplified 
group 

structure
CommunicationAligned brands

Trust

Established 
three core 

values which 
drive 

everything we 
do 

Workshops 
for 

engagement

Respect
Aligned 

process, people 
& culture

Practice

Motivation

Support

Group 
strategy

The EJ Way

Encouragement

Empowerment

Shared 

knowledge

What we did 

The EJ Way

The Edwin James Group



High levels of 
pride, job 

satisfaction and 
team spirit

Defined ways of 
delivering excellent 
service and working 
together for success 

A motivated, 
sustainable 

workforce. EJ 
Academy.

Our people live 
the EJ Way culture

Shared knowledge 
framework

Continuous 
improvement and best 

practice framework

Shared 
skills, 
technology 
and data

Continuous 
engagement

Outcomes
• Staff retention rate well above the industry average
• 90% of customers rate their service value as excellent
• Harnessed significant cross selling opportunities for key global clients
• Increase in staff development and training
• Increased management and leadership training
• A more diverse and inclusive workforce
• Enhanced value propositions achieved through cross discipline / functional 

collaboration 
• High performing teams
• Increased safety performance
• Better personal relationships
• Increased stakeholder relationships
• Standardised platforms and processes
• Achieved various group wide accreditations 

The Edwin James Group



Case study two



Background
This national client implemented a radical shift in their 
property strategy following the collapse of Carillion. 

The Strategic Aim
To eliminate risk associated with single points of failure 
whilst delivering a first class engineering service across 
the entire property portfolio throughout the UK.

Our Plan

Challenges faced
• Breaking down barriers to allow full collaboration
• Resistance to change 
• Data and IP sharing with competitor
• Ensuring cultural alignment
• Establishing relationships 
• Transfer of services
• Migration of data
• Merging of technology
• Achieving one true source of data

People / 
organisation

Digital enablement

Strategy

Defined roles and 
responsibilities

Established shared 
vision, values, 

objectives

Aligned on customer 
experience

Agreed resources 
and competences

Agreed 
organisational 

structure / roles and 
responsibilities

Built trust and 
chemistry between 

teams

Selected single 
platform aligned to 
all parties business 

systems

Agreed on a 
technology solution 

that provided full 
transparency and 

visibility

What we did 

The engineering alliance

End client

Competitor / 
delivery 
partner

Client real 
estate team 

Engineering 
Alliance



One team delivering a consistent, high quality 
service and working together to deliver 

engineering excellence….

Together we support and deliver an engineering 
budget of £200m and jointly provide;

• Engineering maintenance and repair services 
across all engineering disciplines 

• CAPEX / OPEX works

• Turnkey projects

• Lifecycle planning and projects

to 661 sites across the UK including;

• Public interface facilities
• Back office administration sites

• Regional head offices
• Headquarters

• Data critical sites

Outcomes

Proactive 
problem 

solving 
approach

Staff 
development 

A motivated, inspired, 
highly trained workforce 

–
working as one team

Maximised the sense 
of common purpose 

in framework success 

Partnership 
vision, values and 

objectives

A partnering ethos 
and principles built 
on mutual trust and 

respect

Increased efficiency and 
effectiveness in 
service delivery

Reduced risk through a 
bespoke engineering 

maintenance 
Regime

Best 
practice 
and lessons 
learned

Capturing 
and 

sharing 
knowledge

The engineering alliance



Case Study two

Collaboration in the delivery of 
engineering services to a 

national customer.
Creating the engineering alliance

Communication

Teamwork

Support

Trust

Motivation 

Inspiration

Case Study one

Collaboration to create a UK wide, 
facilities engineering business

Specific Challenges

Specific Challenges

Increased efficiency

Effective and rewarding partnerships

Stronger relationships

Shared knowledge and 
best practice

Sustainable skills force

Innovation

A community working 
environment

Improved quality of service

Enhanced performance

Common 
tangible 
benefits

Common need 
for collaboration

Closing thoughts…



Thank you

Edwin James Group
Tannochside Business Park
4 Kilmartin Place
Uddingston
G71 5PH

T 01698 381224
E info@edwinjamesgroup.co.uk



Collaboration in the Defence Sector - Ship Repair & Maintenance 

Grant Steven 

Senior Executive Responsible [Complex Warships]
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Natural process to endorse a long term Alliance with Industry Partners, suppliers and our 

Customer

Why Collaborate?

Creating Joint Value, Mission and Vision

▪ Common aims in supporting global operations

▪ Build the team

▪ Supporting future contracts and growth 

▪ Joint problem solving

▪ Improve communication with co-location

▪ Improves Culture & Behaviours

▪ Certainty of delivery

▪ One Team ethos

▪ Delivering cultural and behavioural change

Collaborative Environment 

Certificated ISO 44001
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▪ Long term Collaborative Framework and ISO 44001 Certification with our Waterfront Customer

▪ Joint Strategy & Objectives with common aims in supporting global operations

▪ Supporting future contracts and growth as a preferred supplier

▪ People focused organisation

▪ Joint value stream & management systems

▪ Drives Innovation and utilisation of modern technology 

▪ Joint behaviours and Knowledge share – investing in our people

▪ Business continuity and crisis management 

▪ Building a High Performance Team

Benefits of Collaboration



1919

As with a The Pandemic has challenged ours, as many business and our people to continue to deliver 

safely & successfully.

Challenging Environment?

The Pandemic has challenged ours, as many business and our people 

to continue to deliver safely & successfully.

1) People focus – communication, surveys & engagement

2) Protecting the Workforce 

3) Maintaining Operational Availability & Capability

4) Supporting our Supply Chain

5) Supporting Home Working, mental health & well-being

6) Reviewing commercial arrangements across the Collaboration

7) Supporting our supply chain & contract partners

Safe, on time, to Quality



Collaboration for improved 
“wellbeing” outcomes pre, 
during and post COVID-19

Adam Coldwells

NHS Grampian





All you need is love, 
love, 
love is all you need. 

The Beatles (1967)





Why is collaboration the preferred route?

“We’ve been wrong about what our job is in medicine. We think our job is to ensure 
health and survival. But really it is larger than that. It is to enable well-being. 

And well-being is about the reasons one wishes to be alive. Those reasons matter not 
just at the end of life, or when debility comes, but all along the way, the vital questions 
are the same: 

What is your understanding of the situation and its potential outcomes? What are your 
fears and what are your hopes? What are the trade-offs you are willing to make and 
not willing to make? And what is the course of action that best serves this 
understanding?”
Atul Gawande Quote: “Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End”



Why is collaboration the preferred route?

• Integrated systems which improve outcomes for people

• Complex conditions require skilled input – large number of 
organisations & people who are not a team

• Individual experience is holistic, seamless and joined up

• Individual is in charge

“We’ve been wrong about what our job is in medicine. We think our job is to ensure health and survival. But 
really it is larger than that. It is to enable well-being. 

And well-being is about the reasons one wishes to be alive. Those reasons matter not just at the end of life, 
or when debility comes, but all along the way, the vital questions are the same: 

What is your understanding of the situation and its potential outcomes? What are your fears and what are 
your hopes? What are the trade-offs you are willing to make and not willing to make? And what is the 
course of action that best serves this understanding?”
Atul Gawande Quote: “Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End”











Integration in Scotland
>£8bn / year





Benefits of collaboration



• Virtual Community Ward

• Pathways of care during COVID

• Local Resilience Partnership during COVID

Benefits of collaboration



• In June 2018, an estimated 2,002 hospital 
admissions have been avoided since Virtual 
Community Wards began across 
Aberdeenshire in Spring 2016 (811 Acute, 
1191 Community Hospital)

Responses from teams have been almost universally positive:
• Communication
• Upstream 
• Access 
• Resources 
• Integrated and seamless 
• Outcomes
• Staff experience





Pathways of care & LRP during COVID

• Community & primary to secondary

• Local Resilience Partnership

• Realism - Money



Challenges

• Whole organisation

• Culture or Governance

• Partnership and bad news

• Money

• Power & Control



What can we keep post-pandemic?

• Pace / agility ?

• Desire to collaborate beyond the achievement of Integration?

• Shared Vision

• Shared Vision with agreed delivery



Scottish legislation (2014) required health and care 
collaboration across the NHS, Local Authorities, commercial 
organisations and the Third sector, however, demanding 
collaboration only offers certain levers – willingness, creating 
common goals and leadership are essential for success. The 
global pandemic offered (or demanded?) further opportunity 
for collaboration. As we, hopefully, leave the pandemic how 
much of our ‘new normal’ will stick? 
Adam Coldwells was the Chief Officer of the Aberdeenshire 
Health and Social Care Partnership (2014-2019) which brought 
together NHS and Council services under new legislation. He 
moved to NHS Grampian to be the Director of Strategy & 
Deputy Chief Executive in 2019.



SW Public

General

Managing Collaborative 
Construction Alliances in 
Scottish Water

Paul Sexton – General Manager



SW Public

General

Our Investment Programme

• 5.3 million customers
• 4th largest UK water services provider
• Investment Programme of £700m / annum
• Over 4,000 employees …… and similar 

number in our supply chain



SW Public

General

Construction Alliances

• 6 + 6 year contracts
• £250m / annum



SW Public

General

Deciding to Collaborate…

Be sure, 
as it’s not an easy path…

Decide where you want to be on the collaboration scale



SW Public

General

Deciding on a framework for collaboration



SW Public

General

Key components in our collaborative alliances

• Joint objectives
• Spend time & money for on-boarding
• A balanced governance structure
• Annual joint business planning
• Metrics that matter



SW Public

General

Successes

• Excellent safety record
• COVID adaption
• Programme delivered
• 2 alliances in Gain
• High quality levels
• High customer & 

community engagement
• Secondment of 

operational staff
• Mature thinking at 

Strategic Boards



SW Public

General

Challenges… now and future

• Contract creates many 
tension areas

• Commercial teams not 
natural collaborators

• Integrating client 
Functional teams

• Collaboration needs 
constant and insistent 
management drive

• 50:30 Challenge
• Standardisation

Lean Processes and 
Clearer Accountability

Reduced touchpoints
and deliverables

Coaching

There is a customer at 
the end of this project

Firmer commitments 
with each other

Integrated Team

Get things right
first time

Bring supply 
chain upstream

Conveyor Belt and 
Factory Approaches



SW Public

General

Using the Exit Plan

We can get projects to site in half the time

We spend about 77p for every £1 in the ground: average is 65p

Our people tell us we are transactional and it’s difficult to get work done

We need to adapt to meet expectations of IPPF

• Reducing to 2 alliances for the next 6 years

• Exit Plan
• Commercial Obligations
• Resources
• IT
• Documentation
• Intellectual Property
• Facilities
• Communications Plan
• Closedown programme



SW Public

General

Top tips

• Have a framework to guide you

• Spend time at the beginning getting set up –
do as much as you can

• Get the most senior group in your partners 
that you can to steer the collaboration

• All good things come to an end, so have your 
Exit Plan ready



SW Public

General



ICW Scotland Conference, 23 March 2021

Tim Crofts

Vice President, Business Development and Strategy

Leidos UK and Europe

Collaboration in Crisis

The MOD’s LCST response to COVID 19





Logistics, Commodities and Services 
Transformation (LCST) Programme

• Outsourcing a significant part of the UK Ministry of Defence supply-chain.

• Complex and large-scale transformational programme - integrate and transform 

UK Defence procurement and distribution.

• A high-value (£6.7bn) contract until 2028 - unique programme in UK Defence.

• Platform for better service, customer financial savings and ongoing digital 

transformation.

• Team Leidos brings together a skilled and experienced team 

of private sector defence and logistic partners with the 

global expertise to deliver the transformation required.

Leidos Europe, Ltd.



Collaboration and Communication - Critical in Crisis 

Logistics, Commodities and Services 

Transformation Programme (LCST)

SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION

Dealing with initial disruption in China

• Understanding impacts with suppliers

• Finding alternative sources of supply

The problem moves to Europe…

• Supplier shutdowns

• Develop shared understanding with MOD customer 

on scale of challenge

Identifying priorities with Customers

• Targeted discussions with Front Line Commands 

• …then sourcing PPE, Covid-related items at the 

same time as many other nations

Communication

• Weekly sitrep call with cross-domain, senior MOD    

audience

COVID19



Supporting the National Response to Covid 19

Collaborative
Achievements

Covid19



Why?

• Adapting to immediate MOD/NHS crisis 

requirements to support the UK public during the 

worst of the pandemic

• New contracts required to be sourced from around 

the globe in days, rather than weeks/ months

• Need to protect Business As Usual for military

How?

• A shared purpose and team goals unified the Covid

19 crisis response plan

• Rapid communication enabled collaboration from 

Front Line Commands, Defence Equipment & 

Supply, Commissioning to partner and the public.

• A digital platform underpinned by resilient and 

flexible supply chain processes for MOD 

collaboration

Collaboration in Crisis – Keys to Success



ICW Scotland Virtual Collaboration Conference 23rd March

RAF LOSSIEMOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME



The Programme

58

• Circa £750M 

infrastructure 

programme

• Strategically important

• Northern QRA

• Active airfield 24/7

• Complex:

▪ Retrospective PMO

▪ Finance / 

Affordability

▪ Dependencies

▪ Stakeholders



• Complex stakeholder community:

▪ RAF, Defence Infrastructure Organisation, United States Navy, MOD Centre, industry, local 

government, local residents and businesses.

• Operational airfield:

▪ Maintain operations

▪ Flight safety

▪ Close coordination needed between 

contractors, station and programme.

• Programme Duration

▪ The relationship needed to endure

▪ ‘How’ issues are managed

Why a Collaborative Approach?

59



• Relationships

▪ RAF, DIO and Tetra Tech

• Trust

▪ Honesty

▪ Results

• Developed over time

▪ LDP initiated in 2016

• Underpinned by shared goals

▪ Strategic Importance

▪ Urgency – P-8 Initial Operating 

Capability

• Agreed set of Collaborative Principles

• Good communication

Benefits of the Collaborative Approach

60



Airfield Operating Surfaces 

construction

• Ahead of schedule

• To budget

• Throughout 2020 pandemic

• Maintained operations

• Enabled P-8 and LDP 

Initial Operating Capability

Benefits - COVID

61



Collaboration Challenges

• Multiple stakeholders

• Financial pressures

• Project vice programme 

approach

• Institutionalised attitudes 

and behaviours

• Ownership

• Leadership

• Governance

62



Last Words

The relationship is (almost always) 

more important than the issue.

So how you deal with these 

things is probably at least as 

important as what you do.

(AVM Ian Gale)

63
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ISO 44001 – How BSI can help!

Join the breakout room to network during the break: Click here to join the meeting

Got a question? https://page.bsigroup.com/ISO44001/Enquiries

Free resources to help you 
understand and convince 

senior management of ISO 
44001

•Client Guide

• Implementation Guide

•Webinar Resources

Certification to ISO 44001

•Remote or on site audits

•BSI are accredited by UKAS to 
ensure quality

BSI offers training

•Remote, in-classroom or on 
site

•Anything from Introduction 
ISO 44001 to ISO 44001 
Collaborative Leaders Course

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZmQ1MDY2NGQtOGM4Mi00YjQ1LThjZDMtODJiZmU5NjdlMzY3%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2254946ffc-68d3-4955-ac70-dca726d445b4%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2264459f51-3ecd-4a6d-8d19-924937d66689%22%7d
https://page.bsigroup.com/ISO44001/Enquiries


Centre for Work-based Learning
Update for the Work-based Learning Programme Board

#AHumanFuture



CWBL work programme Futures

Understanding the skills, knowledge and capability required by 

industry and the labour market for the fourth industrial revolution

Impact
Measuring the impact of apprenticeships on the economy and 

society

Learner Journey

Designing and building a world class work-based learning system

Influencing Change

Engaging and changing the system for learners and employers by 

working with a broad range of stakeholders



Leading the conversation



Centre for Work-based Learning
Update for the Work-based Learning Programme Board

#AHumanFuture
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All energy sectors
Since 1943

EIC – Export. Diversify. Grow.

UK’s largest
700 members

Energy supply chain
From UK to Global.

US$10trn projects 27,000 assets 3,500 UK suppliers

Pavilions

130 events p.a.



EIC Survive & Thrive – 2017-2021

o 175 energy supply chain businesses

o Deep dive interviews

o Their chosen growth strategies in tough markets

o Across all energy sectors and UK regions

o Across all company types and sizes

o Result - insights, awards, policy changes



EIC Survive & Thrive – 2017-2019

o Top strategy – Innovation & Technology

o Hardest growth strategy – New Exports

o New strategies – Digital, Decommissioning

o Collaboration - 100% as enabler



EIC Survive & Thrive – 2020-2021

o Top strategy – Diversification

o Hardest growth strategy – New Exports

o New strategies – Resilience, Energy Transition

o Declining strategies – Digital, Technology

o Collaboration – 100% as enabler



Case studies

o Petrofac – 2017 – cost reduction - optimised 

offshore logistics with shared helicopter usage

o px – 2018 – sale of St Fergus - NSMP O&M award, 

transfer of 120 people from Total

o Balmoral – 2019 – cost reduction – reduced 

Thunder Horse buoyancy weight with Tier 1 + BP

o Calgavin – 2020 – business growth - University of 

Birmingham and Centre for Flow Processing

o Proserv – 2021 – one-stop-shop – expanded 

services, controls upgrade to topside life extension



Thank you

Interested in EIC 
membership?

Visit - www.the-eic.com

http://www.the-eic.com/


Sellafield Ltd

Harnessing Collaboration

ICW Scotland Conference

Stephen Scott

23rd March 2021



Our mission: We are creating a clean and 
safe environment for future generations

We are developing key collaborative business relationships with our 
supply chain, to deliver products and services which support the Sellafield 

mission. 



The Journey

ISO 44001 Gap Review

2018 Gap Analysis

Develop the Gap 
Closure project

SRM Process Deployment

2018 – 2019 SRM 
deployment

Level 1 relationships 
identified

Collaborative Working Process Deployment

CRM Manual 
developed

CW Relationship 
Programme 
deployed – 4 
relationships

CWSG deployed

ISO 44001 Certification

Jan 2020 LRQA 
certification

Nov 2020 
Surveillance 1

Life with Certification

Further 
relationships 
developed – 3

Behaviours 
development 
through Manifesto 
alignment

C
o

llab
o

ratio
n



Why the need to adopt a Collaborative approach

• Is a key enabler that Supports the Enterprise and Supply Chain 
Strategies to focus on the development of:

• Our Contracting Principle of Effective Collaboration with the aim of 
co-creating solutions with our supply chain to deliver enhanced value 
and mutual benefits – over 50% of the funding is spent with the supply 
chain

• Strong Collaborative Leadership which is an enabling foundation to 
allow the establishment of effective cross functional teams with 
colleagues and our supply chain that will enable us to deliver improved 
results

• Collaborative Sustainability - We will continue to invest in building 
trusting and Collaborative relationships with our people, supply chain and 
communities to deliver our purpose. 

• Cultural development – Our Enterprise strategy is centre on creating a culture 
characterised by people who work collaboratively.

• Support the Sellafield Ltd Manifesto - Continue to build on our one team 
integrated approach including our supply chain in sharing knowledge and best practice 
which improves delivery performance.



Our strategies and leadership 



The Benefits of a Collaborative approach

• Collaborative business relationships have been shown to deliver a wider 
range of benefits that enhance competitiveness and performance, 
including:

Improved relationships
• Sustainable relationships 
• Improved Supplier / client engagement
• Building on strong relationship management foundations

Improved teamworking
• Agile / quick mobilisation – to changing conditions e.g. COVID 19 response
• Effective team integration and improved engagement

Improved people development
• Enhanced skills and competency
• Improved leadership from key individuals
• Improving behaviours for collaborative working

Improved joint processes
• Stronger processes
• Improved risk management

Improved value
• Innovative solutions to reduce risk
• Innovative solutions to improve delivery and costs



Behaviours, culture and processes 



What’s next for measurement, evaluation and 
continuous improvement? 

• Continue to roll out collaborative working and sustaining our achievement of 
ISO certification 

• Incorporate collaborative working into business as usual activities 

• Continue to externalise and sustain close alliances with the ICW

• Deliver our 2020/21 operating plan milestones 

• Ensure appropriate oversight and governance to ensure sustainability 

• Capture and share LFE and best practice from the assessment process and wider 
industry sectors 

• Continued focus on the expansion and communication of the Sellafield leadership 
standard and manifesto behaviours. 



Collaborative management systems -

Keeping it simple

Adrian Shah-Cundy
Corporate Responsibility Director



About us

VolkerWessels UK is a leading 
multidisciplinary contractor that delivers 
innovative engineering solutions across the 
civil engineering and construction sectors 
including rail, highways, airport, marine, 
energy, water, and environmental 
infrastructure.

We employ over 2,800 staff across the 
country and bring together best practice 
through five business units: 
VolkerFitzpatrick, VolkerRail, VolkerStevin, 
VolkerHighways and VolkerLaser. 

In addition we have on average 5,000 
subcontract staff working on our behalf.



Our core values

Our core values define our organisation's ethics and guide our decisions, actions and 
behaviours, which results in best in class delivery, quality and people. 

This common set of values offers clear benefits to all our stakeholders and in turn gives them 
the confidence to trust in our company and people.

Collaboration is one of our five core values

We collaborate in all aspects of our business, we work as 
a team to take advantage of our collective abilities so that 
we succeed together.

Collaboration is also at the heart of what we do as we 
share best practice and draw on the specialist skills of 
each business unit to deliver a truly integrated service to 
our clients. 



Keep it simple sound obvious right?

ICW:

“The introduction of the High Level Structure introduced by

ISO was long overdue in terms of enabling organisations to

better integrate their management systems and address the

overlaps between multiple work streams a key factor for

successful collaborations.

In the development of ISO 44001 the benefits of this

approach were immediately recognised allowing progressive

integration of processes and systems by harnessing existing

practices rather than creating independent applications”



Multiple systems into one

VolkerLaser BS 11000 

Registration

VolkerRail BS 11000 

Registration

VolkerFitzpatrick Rail 

BS 11000 Registration

Creation of 

one ISO 

44001 

Management 

System

VolkerLaser 

collaborations with 

Highways England

VolkerRail 

collaborations with 

Network Rail, East 

West Rail, REAL, 

TRUe Alliances

VolkerFitzpatrick 

collaborations with 

partner organisations

VolkerHighways 

collaborations with 

Luton Borough Council 

and Medway

Decision to combine 

existing registrations 

into one ISO 44001 

Certificate for 

VolkerWessels UK



Collaborative Business Relationship Management System 

VW UK Group 

management system 

documents

Individual Business 

Unit management 

system documents

Individual project 

specific management 

system documents

Information & 

Communication

Objective 

Setting and 

Tracking

Risk 

Management

Competency

Reviews

SWOT

Analysis

Maturity

Matrix

Corporate 

Relationship 

Management 

Plan

Corporate 

Collaborative 

Risk Register

Corporate 

Collaborative 

Objectives

Corporate 

Management 

Review

Collaborative 

Policy

Relationship 

Management 

Plan

Collaborative Risk 

Register

Collaborative 

Objectives
Internal 

Reviews

Opportunity 

Relationship 

Management 

Plan 

Project 

Relationship 

Management 

Plan

Joint 

Relationship 

Management 

Plan

Collaborative 

Project Launch 

Agenda

Joint 

Management 

Team Meeting 

Agenda

Project Specific 

Documents & 

Tools



What benefits are we seeing?

Keeping it simple has benefits for 

all parties.

It’s important though to ensure 

you’re keeping it simple for your 

own organisation to begin with.

Not all collaboration has to be 

formalised through certification.



Thank you

Adrian Shah-Cundy
Corporate Responsibility Director

adrian.shahcundy@volkerwessels.co.uk



Personal pride in our public service
EMPOWER | ENGAGE | EXCEL

ICW Scotland
Collaborating in an environment 
of competing cultures

Steve Fulcher – Amey Defence Business Support Director



Discussion

93

• Relationship context

• Why collaborate?

• 6 years of benefits

• The enduring cultural 
challenge



The Relationship

94

Defence Infrastructure 
Organisation

• Client organisation 

• Responsible for delivery of MOD’s 
entire military estate (soft and 
hard FM)

• Subject to continual organisational 
change over last 15 years

• Procured existing suite of contracts 
(NGEC) commencing Nov 2014

Amey Defence

• NGEC originally secured under 
CarillionAmey JV

• Amey assumed sole-ownership in 
2018

• Responsible for delivery of all HFM 
services across UK estate including 
Families’ Housing – response, 
maintenance, project delivery

ISO44001 (formerly BS1100) certified since 2015



Amey in Defence
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Creating better places to live, work and travel
Putting People First | Delivering Great Service | Creating Better Solutions

Engineering

Facilities

Environment

Utilities

Transport

Defence

Justice

Better Places



The Cultural Gap

97



Key enablers

98

• Initial ‘kick off’ meeting –
establishing the baseline JRMP

• eRMM (electronic Relationship 
Maturity Measurement) – assessing 
progress on our value codes

• Benefit tracking – inculcation of the 
results of the investment amongst 
teams

• Joint Briefing Notes

• Joint Partnering Board commitment



The Results

99

• Multiple contract extensions

• Agreed ‘step-in’ contract

• Management of significant change 
programmes

• Year on year volumetric increase in 
project delivery

• Impact of CV-19 successfully mitigated. 
Operations maintained

• Compliant estate

• Mutually beneficial exit strategy now in 
place

• ‘Moved the dial’ – if only a few notches



Reflections

100

• Joint investment in Collaborative Leadership 
principles – at all levels

• Seek to understand then to be understood

• Focus on Lencioni’s 5 Dysfunctions of a Team:

Inattention to results

Lack of accountability

Lack of commitment

Avoidance of constructive conflict

Unwillingness to trust

• Clear understanding of vision and objectives –
including acceptable behaviours

• Strong governance 

• There is room for differing cultures in a collaborative 
relationship but not misaligned behaviours



MORGAN SINDALL
Stuart Parker

ICW Scotland Virtual Collaboration Conference





Why is collaboration perceived as the preferred route to take?



What is the benefit of the collaborative approach?

£
Quality

Better outcomes

Predictability



What are the biggest challenges?

£

Quality

Procurement regulations that 
drive lowest price tendering



Collaborative Culture


